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About This Game

Future Games Select and Cayle George bring you a compact prison escape like no other!

Featuring explosive action and a soundtrack from outrun music legend Lazerhawk,
Half-Life: C.A.G.E.D. is a return to the golden age of First Person Shooters.

Break from captivity, conquer the facility and discover the secrets of Half-Life: C.A.G.E.D.!

Featuring:

 Single player campaign.
 Unlock-able bonus content.
 Music from artist Lazerhawk.
 Developer commentary mode.

...And more!
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Title: Half-Life: Caged
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play
Developer:
Future Games Select, Cayle George
Publisher:
Future Games Select
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 500 mhz processor

Memory: 96 MB RAM

Graphics: 32mb video card

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Potato acceptable.

English,Russian,Italian
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Dark Quest, for better or for worse, is an indie clone of HeroQuest, both in aesthetics and gameplay. Unfortunately, it's
hampered by incredibly poor writing, a clumsy UI, a painful bug that made the game significantly harder and more awkward,
and a failure to measure up to the 1989 boardgame in almost every way.

Since it's the core of the gameplay, there's no real getting around it - Dark Quest is HeroQuest in many ways. However, many of
the relevant numbers are hidden from the player, you are only given control of three heroes instead of four, the fairly wide
variety of magic spells for the Wizard (and Elf, who isn't in this game) from the board game is mostly missing, items are all
purchased or looted consumables instead of HeroQuest's variety of purchasable equipment, mostly-found consumables, and
found artifacts, and there's only eight (or nine? I'm honestly unsure, because the game is bad at communicating things and I
wasn't writing it down...) quests instead of the original HeroQuest's twelve. Also there's a turn limit on each quest, but it's so
generous that I never felt I was in risk of hitting it, so that's kind of a non-point.

Several of these differences I mentioned are related to the clumsy UI, which makes selecting heroes who aren't on the same
screen as each other awkward (unless there's a hotkey for it that I'm missing), as you need to scroll over to and click on them,
and frequently gives little information - item\/spell descriptions are there and useful, but knowing any stats other than BP for
heroes and monsters is impossible except by guesswork. Similarly, how traps are detected was never entirely clear to me even by
the end of the game - moving the dwarf "near" them seemed to detect them after his move, but it wasn't always clear what
determined whether or not he was "near" enough for it to work. When buying things in town, you are also not told what your
inventory looks like slot-wise, in terms of whether you have any empty slots, just whether or not you have any of those items
and, after attempting to purchase an item, perhaps that you didn't have any item slots and your purchase was cancelled.

Moving to the square you want and taking the action you want are also frequently mutually exclusive - for instance, you can't
very easily retreat while casting spells, because while you get to move and act in the same turn, they have to be done in a single
order. This also sometimes makes picking up loot \/ smashing barrels \/ otherwise checking for treasure awkward, because you
have to click on the square beyond the one you want to end up in. Doing things like sorting your inventory and transferring items
between heroes is also not possible, nor does the game have real configuration options for doing things like changing the
volume, just turning it on or off. Also, while you can quickly click through most windows to speed up game play, you're stuck at
the "roll the skull of fate" screen for a good few seconds before it becomes enabled to click on, slowing down the game notably
whenever it randomly happens. Ultimately, you'll spend almost as much time fighting the UI as having fun fighting Azkallor's
minions.

The bug I mentioned was simple, but rather terrible - you couldn't use any items that came after a blank slot in your inventory.
Given that you couldn't move items around in your inventory, nor trade items between heroes, this put you in the awkward
position of using the last item in an inventory slot disabling your access to any items in later slots for the rest of the quest. There
seemed to be a related bug where the description of items in your inventory would also be wrong, with the description of the
item your mouse was over belonging to a different item in your inventory. If you knew what your items did, of course, this
wasn't a problem, just awkward.

As far as the poor writing goes, the story in this game is obviously not the draw, much as it wasn't for HeroQuest, but the in-
game English script was incredibly badly written, featuring many typographical errors, grammatical errors, wrong
capitalizations, et cetera. It was fairly distracting, and the game really could have used an editing pass.

In the end, I actually had some fun with Dark Quest because it was a take on a good game design, and it reminded me of the fun
times I had playing the original HeroQuest board game as a kid. However, it just didn't compare, and not because I was blinded
by nostalgia - a straight adaptation of the board game would have been a better game, and almost none of the changes were, in
my opinion, for the better. It's also rather short and without much replay value, as I completed all of the quests included in the
game in around two and a half hours of play. So, unfortunately, I can't really recommend purchasing it - but I can say that I'm at
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least tentatively interested in Dark Quest II, because I can see a lot of ways for the designers to get to a good game from here,
and hope the designers manage it.. Really cool game i love game that you can get fater and eating stuff xD. Really short game
with some bugs.
Like you stopped the death start! you're so cool.
Next page you didn't stop the death star! Should you surrender or fight to the death?
It's odd like that.
The decision are really simple and or not decision. do you want close up or range attack lets see my range is 5(the Best) and
meale is 2(bad) sooooo close up it is! oh no i'am dead. How did i not see this coming!
weaker story, ending is well it kinda just ends, no resolution.
writing is average
Alt tab for the night so it really took me like a 1.30 hrs
sadly no desire to replay.. it's so addictive, i played it through the night!. A brilliant idea poorly executed. It has the makings of a
very fun game, however there are numerous crippling game play bugs involving the movement, AI, and LOS of units... very
frustrating.. Thumbs halfway. It does add a lot to the vanilla experience, but what it adds isn't really my cup of tea. I was glad I
could ask for humanitarian aid when my colony was facing starvation, but other than that, trading and competing with other
colonies isn't that fun for me. And it doesn't impact the game as much either.

The sponsor specific units give the game a lot of flavor, but I don't know if the asking price for this DLC is worth the content. I
got in a bundle, on sale, recommend you do the same.. I bought this game because it looked like a trippy thing to demo on my
Vive. I had no idea that what I was buying would be one of the most immersive, and awe inspiring VR titles I've experienced
(and I've tried them all).

Yes it's a seated game. Yes it's a gamepad game (though Vive controller support is being actively developed!). Yes it's a game
that wasn't initially designed for VR. But no joke, this is a mind blowing experience in VR. I didn't get a bit of nausea when
playing with my xbox one controller either.

I can't say enough good about this game. Also I can't say for sure, but this game seems to be designed with a good sativa in
mind! Do it!. This should be at least a few bucks and labled stress relief .... It's incredible how it relaxes and opens your mind..
Great idea. It is very interesteing to see the process that these developers go through in 48 hours. The 'July' upload was almost a
month behind schedule, let's hope they can keep things on track for the remainder.. Only two things are needed for this to
become the greatest experience of all time:

Subtitles due to the autistic virgins choking on their chromosomes, becoming unintelligable. And fixing having to
Ctrl+Alt+Delete to exit the game.

Then it'd be a mastapeece
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It needs to be polished up/revived. Fun game other wise.. I AM SICK OF HEALING DEFENDERS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
♥♥♥♥ THIS CRAP GAME !!!! ALL RAIDS ARE BECOMING FIGHTING A ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ DEFENDING PETS WITH
ALL HEALING SKILLS IN GAME !!!! ♥♥♥♥ THIS !!!!!!!

Edit: Not to mention "fight server request been called in village state" that forbids me from raiding 1/3 - 1/2 of raidable pets....
My long awaited DLC! This is really Gilgamesh-worthy!. On sale? buy it. Not on sale? Buy it.

Add rocket launchers to your Battlepillars cuz yolo.
Call in your bird allie to♥♥♥♥♥♥on your foes also cuz yolo.. 20 viking lads in an airship manning weapons and boarding other
airships. Great fun

Update ea.0.9.43:
Todays update mostly includes bug fixes.

ea.0.9.43 - August 6, 2018. Update ea.0.8b.42:
Small update. We enabled the wild animal breeding again. You also can disable it at game start or in the gameplay settings if you
like.

ea.0.8b.42 - August 4, 2018. Skyland: Heart of the Mountain Ritual: Crown of Horns Depraved Road to 1.0:

Hello everyone,

Almost a year has passed and Depraved has improved a lot. We were often asked what our roadmap or the direction of the game
is. Today we would like to introduce our road to version 1.0. The points on this list are points that we absolutely wanted to
include in the 1.0 game, like the Native Americans. We've also added some community ideas that we think are perfect for the
final release. Thanks for all suggestions.
But even with 1.0 we are not finished with the game. There are many brilliant ideas that still need to be implemented, but with
leaving of Early Access, we can present Depraved to an even larger number of players.. Update ea.0.5d.37:
Todays update includes the following:
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ea.0.5d(37) - July 23, 2018. Depraved Is Available In 2 Days:
Depraved will be available on July 20th at 9am PDT. There will be two versions you can buy. Just the game for $24.99 with a
10% discount or the Supporter Edition for only $29.98, which includes the game, the soundtrack in mp3 format and the
opportunity to name a resident in the game.

Thanks all of you for your support!. Update ea.0.10.43:
With todays update you can now build a stone mine for better stone supply. Stone mines are only available on new generated
maps. In addition, you can now pause a construction site.

ea.0.10.43 - August 8, 2018. Update ea.0.12a.48:
This update contains small bug fixes.

ea.0.12a.48 - September 7, 2018. Update ea.0.10a.44:
Small update for today:

ea.0.10a.44 - August 9, 2018
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